CIRCULAR

Sub: First Seminar Talk by Mr. Joseph Mathew, Research Scholar - Reg.

Mr. Joseph Mathew (Roll No. 410119001), Ph.D. Scholar under QIP Scheme, Department of Instrumentation and Control Engineering will be presenting his first Seminar Talk as a part of his research work as per the regulations of Ph.D. programme of National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli - 620015.

Details of her presentation are as follows:

Date and Time: 22-02-2022 (Wednesday) and 3.30 P.M.

Venue: Seminar Hall, ICE Dept.

Title: Non Stationary Feature Fusion approaches for the prediction of Epileptic Seizures from the Scalp Bio Potential Measurements

All are requested to attend and participate in the proceedings of the presentation.
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Copy to:

1. The Director for favour of information
2. Doctoral Committee Members (Dr. K. Radhakrishnan, Senior Consultant, Dept. of Neurology, Avitus Institute of Medical Sciences Nemmara, Palghat, Dr. B. Jannet, Asst Prof, CA, and Dr. S. Narayanan, Asst Prof, ICE)
3. HOD/ICE
4. Dean (Academic)
5. Associate Dean (Academic- MS/PhD)
6. All faculty members through email